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ABSTRACT
0

The problem ,in'the study was to determine the makeup
of typing tasks assigned to beginning office workers and to see how
closely the practice problems in high school typing textbooks
conformed to the duties that beginning office workers actually
perform. Using sequential sampling procedures, copies of 531 items
typed by 100 beginning office workers were compaAd with 943
production problems in two high- school typing textbooks. Industry

,tasks contained mores rough draft typing, self-compositiot problems,
correspohdence requiring judgment placement and formating, and more
extensive Ilse of carbon paper than textbook typing assignments.
Industry letters were also,shorter and contained more subject and
attention lines. Errors we're nearly always corrected, most often by
use of correction paper. The readgbility leiels of the textbook
problems were significantly different from each other and from
industry typing. (Author)
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New developtents in word processing together'

with changes brought about by the new copier and

computer techndlogy, have changed the nature of

office work by making written communications more

important than ever before. All of these developments

have tended to generate' more paperwork by making typing

services more available. In fact, over one million

new pages of paperwork are being generated every

single minute of every ing day. This is re-

flected in the fact that today c = ical worker& form

the largest and fastest' growing segment the labor

force.

The problem in 'this study was to determine the

makeup of typing tasks assigned to beginning. office

workers an to see how closely the practice problems

in highs ool typing textbooks conformed to the jobs

that beg:nning office workers actually perform.
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The goal of typewriting instruction is to train

prospective" office workers for a broad spectrum of

office typing assignments. This study included all

kinds of businesses and all kinds of office typing

jobs in its sampleft Thus, the recommendations fgr

textbook revision and curriculum changes contained

in this study are based on a sample of what office

- workers in general are actually required to type.

The population for this study consisted of begin-

ning office workers holding positions in business firms

throughout the United States for whom typing was d

primary job requirement; or more specifically, the

population was the typed output of these workers.

ot

Summary of Procedures

After a pilot test of the procedures had been

carried, out, a two-stage sampling process -was used,

to collect a representative sample, of working papers

from the population of working papers produced by

business. In the first stage, 250 butainess-firms

frdm throughout the country were selectedjto be

sampled, and in the second stage, two workerS from

each business were selected to supply t1e necessary

papers for analysis. ,The business firms--stratified
ti



by industry in proportion to the number of secretaries,

stenographers, and typists employed in each type of

businesd--were sampled and asked to furnish the names

of two of their beginning office workers.

Steps were taken to avoid as much bias as posgible

both in the selection of the indiyidual workers by

the managers and in the selection of the work samples

the workers submitted.

The companies surveyed provided the names of

114 beginning office workers who then furnished carbon

copies of 602 of their typing jobs for the analysis.

Chi-square analysis confirmed that no significant

differences existed in the pkoportion of industries

represented in the population of beginning office

workers and in the.returns received.

A form of sequential analysis-was used to

determine the adequacy of the sample size. First,

the 329 papers typed'by a block of 60 workers,

stratified by industry,, were classified accorileg

to kind of item, such as letters, memorandums,

forms, etc., and the proportion of each type of item

was clputeff. Next the papers from a block of 20

L
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additional workers were added to the papers from the

original 60, and the kinds of items these 80 workers

typed were compUted. Finally, a third batch of

papers typed by 20 additional workers was added to

the 80 already drawn and the proportions were. computed

for the 531 papers typed by these total 100 workers. -

The rank order of/the kinds of items typed re-,

'mained constant w e increasing the sample size

from? 60 to-80 to 100 workers. The assumption was

made that additional work samples from other workers

would not result in any new data concerning the kinds

of work produced by clerical employees. Therefore,

sampling was terminated at 100 workers, and the 531

Items they submitted formed the basis for the analysis

of industrial typing.

In addition, all of the typing problems of a

business nature from the tworyear typewriting courses

contained in Century 21 Typewriting by South-Western

Publishing Company and Typing 300 by Gregg Division

of McGraw-Hill were analyzed; these two textbooks

account for approximately 95 percent of the high

school typing textbook Sales market. A total of
.
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943 practice items from the textbooks was compared

with the 531 items submitted by industry.

All of the data collected from both business

and textbooks were transferred onto punched cards,

and appropriate computer programs were used to ,pio-

vide the ,statistical analysis needed. A total'of

44 variables were analyzed, as appropriate, for

each of the items submitted{- -943 items from the

textbooks and 531 items from industry.

Chi-square.values were/computed for each variable,

the hypothesis being that no differences existed be-

tween levels of the variabies under consideration.

In additiod, the readEibility levels of the text-,.

Nook exercises-were compare3 to the typed specimens

collected from industry, using both the Dale-61141

reada6ility'formula and tlie Gunning Fog Index.' Forty
. .

passagesoffIpproximatelY 100 words each were randomly

selected from the textb k_typing problems and 30-
r - ;

passageS; attatified bY'industry, were selected from

the work sampleScolledted 2romindustrY for the

readability study.

4
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One-way analysis of variance was comported to

test whether a significant differehce existed in the

readability levels of the working Papers typed by

different industries. If a significait difference

was found, the Tukey post-hoc procedure, was used to

determine which industries. were significantly
0

different in lArms of readability. This test was

selected because only two means were being compared

at a time.

2-way analysis of variance was also used to

'test whether a significant' difference existed in the

readability of the various textbooks. When significant

differences were found, the Scheffe post-hop procedure
.

was used to determine where the ifferences were,

%.1rre"since more than two means were to ed at d time.

(For example, the combined first- and second-year

'books of South-Western were compared with the combined

first- and second-year books of jregg.)

The major findings of this study are summarized

as follows:

Kinds of Typewriters Used

Nearly 95 percen of the work samples submitted
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were typed on electric typewriters, about evenly

. divided between standard machines (with typebars)

and Selectrics. Only one percent of the machines

had pica spacing. Proficiency on the more expensive-
.

brad more complex proportianal-sPaCing. typewriters

is not a skill requirement for beginning office workers.,

-Sources of the Material Typed
,

10.

Some form of rough-draft typing (either all

handwritten or handwritten and typed) was the source

of about half of the material typed in industry but

accounted for only 17 percents in -the typing textbooks.

Conversely', material that came to the typist completely

.ty ped for retyping (that is, basically straight-copy

typing) accounted for only15 percent of,the total

volume in induStry; yet over three-fouiths of the

typing.problems in the textbooks were completely

typed. .This was time in'sprEg of the fact that the

textbook analysis did not begin until the sections i

r'

is viaidh the students,had mastered the keyboard and,:'

had begun typing problems of EubuSiness nature. The'

conclusion is that typing students. ayr t be ,receiving

enopgh practice in typing rough-draft material.
Alb

)
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Self-Composition

Beginning office workers composed 13 percent

of the items they typed. The proportion of problems

in the textbooks that were to be composed by the
6

student typists doubled from the first year, to the

second year, but still average& only 5 percentgf all

typing exercises, less than 'half that'found in induseV.

Nearly one half of all'theaelf-composed items in

industry were.. letters; the corres'onding figure -for

the textbooks was 28 percent. The effect of this

is that the textbooks are not providing adequate

practice in self-composition.

Method of Setting Up the Typed Items

Two- thirds of the workers were not free to use

their own judgment in setting up the items they` typed;

however, the workers set up letters and memorandums

by judgment more often than by some kind of prescribed

format, such as company policy or,aincial instructions.

Conversely in the textbooks, the students were nearly

always given detailed instructions.

Typing Copies

"")

Of'theindustry typing problems that required

copies, about half were made with carbon paper.

aeWgwawMOrima,1,10...s.

ti

a
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However, seven times as many textbook problems were typed

with original.only as were industry items--63%versus 9%.

The conclusion is that the textbooks'do not provide enough

practice on assembling carbon packs and making corrections

on carbon copieb.

Making Corrections

Correction paper or tape was used for correcting

errors made on over'half of the items submitted by industry

and was used nearly three times as much asthe typing

eraser. The often-heard admonition that such corrections,

even though faster, were not allowed in business offices

was found not to be true.

Kinds of Items Typed

-The differences in the distribution of the item;

typed in industry and those contained in the textbook

problems were great. Although tables constituted only

about 4 percent of all typing--tasks iz industry, they

appeared in the textbooks at'ieast five times as great

a proportion (21 percent); and reports, which, are

basically straight -copy typing, appeared three times as

often in the textbooks as in industry. On the other

hand, industry typing contained twice the proportion

of forms and memorandums as were found in the textbooks.

A

4
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Considering the textbooks together, the differences

in-the,distribution of the items typed by industry and

--those. contained in the textbooks are presuMably attributable

to the varying difficUlty of typing different items and

may not be serious. However,'many differences were found

between the indiVidual textbooks and between the first-

and second-year typing courses with regard-to the dis-

tribution of the kinds of items typed. For example,

one, textbook had a lower percentage of letters than in-

dpstry in its first-year text and reduced this proportion

even more during the second year. likewise, another

textbook had a greater emphasis on reports during its

first year than did industry, and the proportion, of

reports was even greater the second year. Such dis-

crepancies have not been explained andshould probably

be remedied.

Makeup of Business Letters

In general, the makeup of the letters in the text-

Wok problems followed closely that found in industry

except that they tended to be longer. The most common

length of letters typed in business offices was less

than-100 words, but for the textbooks the most dommon

length was between 100 and 200 words.
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-Letters submitted'by the various business firmt

tended to be typed in a modified block style on regular

,sized stationery, using'a five,- to six-inch writing line

with three blocked paragraphs, and including the

signer's title but not the company name in the closing

;lines. ;Attention lines were used in'about 23 percent

of the industry letters and subject lines in about 38

perdema3 thi was about twice their` occurrence in the
r: `,

-tekthook letters.

TWo job differences existed with deference to

subject lines in-industry and textbook letters. Not

a single ldtter submitted by industry had the subject

line placed below the salutation as advocated in the

, typing texts; and the most common wording used was
)\

4

either to Re or Re and not the word Subject.

The conclusion is that textbooks contain,too few

V
business letters with less than 100 words, and not

enough letters include attention and subtject lines. .

Readability of the Typing Tasks

The average readability level Of the typing problema

conta4ned in the two-year courses for both textbooks was,

grades 9 to 10 accordingto the Dale-Chalr formula; for

"' 2
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